
Digital Sound:
A Technical Introduction

• The addition of sound frequently makes 
the difference between a typical 
application and a “multimedia” application

• This is an introduction to what is under 
the technical hood that drives digital 
sound — particularly issues that may 
affect multimedia authoring

Two Kinds of Sound Data

• Sampled: Sound represented at the 
waveform level

• Sequenced: Sound represented as a series 
of discrete tones

• Typically, sequenced can become sampled, 
but not vice versa (though it can be done 
in specific applications)



Sampled Sequenced

Editors
SoundForge, 
SoundEditor

Cubase, Logic

Formats
AIFF, MP3,

WAV
MID

Unique Traits
can represent 

any sound
used primarily 

for music

Related Terms
“captured”
“digitized”

“synthesized”
“MIDI”

Size
Based on 

frequency, rate
Based on tone 

count

• Like raster images, sampled sound is the 
“final” destination of all digitized audio, 
because it is the representation used by 
electronic sound devices

• Sound has a temporal factor, and so its 
data is associated with a rate or speed 
(tempo when used for sequenced audio)

• Sample size is the level of audio detail that 
can be captured per unit of time



Sampled Sound Life Cycle

acquisitioncreation revision/repurposing

Sequenced Sound Life Cycle

creation, acquisition, 
revision

synthesis — either immediately 
upon playback, or for subsequent 
manipulation as sampled sound



Tracks

• While creating sound assets, whether 
sampled or sequenced, audio is frequently 
separated into tracks

• Tracks represent individual, isolated layers 
of sound — sampled sound may have 
dialogue or background tracks; sequenced 
sound would have different instruments 

• When tracks are mixed, they are played 
simultaneously, presumably to produce 
some desired combined result

• Mastering tracks consist of adjusting them 
alongside each other so that they “sound 
right” together

• Depending on the final destination of the 
audio asset, tracks may be merged into a 
single sample, or may remain separate 
even in their final form



Sound in Three Dimensions

• Because we have two ears, we perceive 
real-world sound in three dimensions

• We can tell if sound is coming from our 
left or right, or how far away a sound 
seems to be

• To produce this effect, we require multiple 
sound sources

• When sound is separated to produce the 
illusion of three dimensions, the separation 
is conceptually the same as a track, but in 
this particular instance is called a channel

• Until relatively recently, it was sufficient to 
produce only two channels of sound — 
stereo (short for “stereophonic”)

• “Surround sound” refers to the separation 
of sound into more than two channels, to 
enhance the 3D effect



• Current sound technology describes a 
multichannel setup as “#.1” where “#” 
represents the number of locational 
channels and the number “1” represents a 
low frequency effect (LFE) channel

• Very low frequencies are not perceived by 
us in three dimensions, so we only need 
one such channel, a.k.a. the “subwoofer”

Multichannel Sound

• 2.1 = left, right . LFE

• 5.1 = front L, front R, center, surround L, 
surround R . LFE

• 7.1 = adds surround center L and surround 
center R

L R

LFE

C

SL SR

SCL SCR



• Just as with images, digital sound assets 
typically take the form of files on a 
computer

• Sound files face virtually the same issues 
as image files: compression algorithm, header, 
lossy vs. lossless compression 

Sound File Formats

Claim to Fame Compression Typical Use Sequenced?

AIFF
Native Apple/
SGI format

Optional
Raw sound 
captures

no

WAV
Native MS 

format
Optional

General 
purpose

no

MP3
Native MPEG-1 
sound format

Yes, typically 
lossy

Music no

AAC
Native MPEG-4 
sound format

Yes, typically 
lossy

Music, MPEG-4 
movies

no

Ogg
Totally free, 
high quality

Yes, typically 
lossy

Music no

AU
Native Sun 

format
Optional

Common in 
Unix systems

no

MIDI
Electronic 

music standard
None Interoperability yes



Proprietary Sound File 
Formats

• Similarly to images, specific products 
typically use their own sound file formats, 
designed to support a product’s features

• Again similarly to images, the general 
practice is to work on audio initially in 
one of these formats, then export to a 
standard or widely-used format

• Proprietary formats are more aggregational 
— their distinction lies in how they 
combine multiple sound formats as tracks 
or channels (sometimes combining 
sampled and sequenced)

• Internally, they generally use standard 
sound file formats, leaning toward lossless 
or uncompressed encoding to minimize 
information loss


